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What saves energy
on Air Conditioning?

zebtec.co.za

BIM Technology Manager
the most important role
“Air conditioning is a precious element for your
own employees or production.“

What could operators do on their own to save?

>>

Easy. Fast saving measures are to keep doors and windows closed,
compliance with temperature settings, rules for usage of rooms, 6K
rule to adjust and special clothing to adjust comfort as well.
„Conversion to energy-saving should expect
larger investements.“

How can operators celebrate air handling?

It is not easy to diet a technically complex system and to reduce
the hunger for electricity. Our technology manager assists different
local environments. He gives advice which the best ventilation and
air filter system you need. He assists your production process or
your occupational work environments.

>>
Zebtec™ - The MEP Experts.

Order?

Where order operators?

Here with us. Click the trolley or
scan the code.

Could operators see more?

Here you are - prepared for you.
Click the Clapperboard or scan
the code.

>>

Film?

„What you see in a BIM model could
be realized without errors.“

What can Technology Manager do for operators?

Well, the demand in operating is quite huge. It makes absolutely
sense to assists the operation of buildings and disciplines. He organises on your behalf based on a BIM model. Practical solutions
to reach your goals.

>
Zebtec™ - Die TGA Experten.

Zebtec™ BIM Technology Managers are proud to
be able handling MEP facilities and buildings. This
experience was gathered in varieties of property,
even our own. Surely you can expect, that our education covers more than competition usual could
provide.
Abbreviations explained
BIM
TGA
MEP

Building Information Modeling
Technische Gebäude Ausrüstung
Mechanical, Electrical, Plumbing
Goal oriented. Factual. Sympathetic.
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Milestones guide the way.

Shoping trolleys helps per click to reserve or order.
QR-codes finds contact via tablet or smartphone,
as well as film or information.

Clapperboards find short films per click.
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